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"Material Matters," an exhibition of contemporary ceramics, will open Oct. 22 at the Fosdick-Nelson Gallery in Harder
Hall on the Alfred University campus, with a reception scheduled for 7-9 p.m. The exhibition, the first to be curated by
the faculty from the Division of Ceramic Art, School of Art & Design at AU, since 1992, is "based on the premise that
material matters," said Wayne Higby, professor of ceramic art and one of the curators for the Fosdick-Nelson Gallery
show."Typically, contemporary ceramic exhibitions are based on the survey and present numerous objects to cover a
wide spectrum," he explained. "'Material Matters' takes a radically different approach. Inspired, in part, by the notion
of the obscurity of the obvious, the Alfred faculty chose to take on the world of ideas by highlighting materials and
process. This approach is clearly meant to point out that every idea must have a means of expression and the means
dramatically affects the end. Therefore, meaning in works of art is achieved by a collaboration between idea and
material." "Art arises from the catalytic heat of a reaction between idea and material," Higby wrote in the exhibition
statement. "Look deeply. Material or means may not be the message, but how the message is delivered determines the
important subtitles of its meaning: 'Material Matters.'"Ceramic pieces were chosen for the exhibition, which will
remain at the Fosdick-Nelson Gallery through Dec. 3, to suggest a comparison across a range, from solo, hands-on to
factory production. The work chosen also represents an international perspective as well. Among the major artists
whose work is included in the exhibition are: Mark Burns; Sir Anthony Caro, England; Erick van Egeraat, a designer
for Cor Unum, the Netherlands; Jean-Francois Fouilhoux, France; Viola Frey; John Glick; Howard Kottler; Michael
Lucero; Bodil Manz, Denmark; Gertraud Mohwald, Germany; Ron Nagle; Mark Pharis; Qin Xilin, China; John Roloff;
Cindy Sherman; Rudolf Staffel; Robert Turner; Betty Woodman and Zhou Guozhen, China.The full-time ceramic art
faculty at Alfred University consists of six artists - Anne Currier, Andrea Gill, John Gill, Walter McConnell, Linda
Sikora and Higby. Through the generosity of Helen W. Drutt English; Stephen and Pamela Hootkin; Marlin and
Regina Miller; Robert Pfannebecker; Vincente Lim and Robert Tooey, the exhibition includes pieces from five of
America's most important collections of contemporary ceramic art. The faculty will conduct a gallery talk at 5 p.m.
Nov. 3 in the gallery, which is open to the public from 11 am-4 pm Mondays-Fridays and from 1-3 pm Saturdays and
Sundays.Additional information may be obtained by contacting Gallery Director Sharon McConnell at
mcconnells@alfred.edu or by calling her at 607 871 2777."Material Matters" has been made possible by the Marcianne
Mapel Miller Fund, an endowment created by Marlin Miller, a 1954 alumnus of Alfred University, in memory of his
first wife, who was graduated from AU in 1955.
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